DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
CRITICAL CARE FELLOWS 2023-2024

---1st Year Fellows---
Nate Hayward  
Dawn Maxey  
Kathryn Mulligan

---2nd Year Fellows---
Andrew Chevalier  
Kathryn Songer  
Dana Tower  
Connor Trexler

---3rd Year Fellows---
Aviva Whelan  
Erin Gosekamp
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
SUBSPECIALTY FELLOWS 2023-2024

CHILD ABUSE
Margaret Russell
2nd Year Fellow

HOSPITAL MEDICINE
Annalise Van Meurs
1st Year Fellow
Rachel Solstad
2nd Year Fellow

PEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Brent Nelson
1st Year Fellow
Ben McMillion
2nd Year Fellow
Lauren Lajos
3rd Year Fellow

PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY
Francis Lomanta
2nd Year Fellow

PEDIATRIC RHEUMATOLOGY
Hanna Saltzman
1st Year Fellow
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
SUBSPECIALTY FELLOWS 2023-2024

PEDIATRIC ENDOCRINOLOGY

Ryan Canter
---1st Year Fellows---

Dalhila Rubio

Jessika Weber
2nd Year Fellow

PEDIATRIC GASTROENTEROLOGY

Brandon Ang
---1st Year Fellows---

Paola Blanco

Lance Frank
2nd Year Fellow

Stephanie Segura
3rd Year Fellow

Intermountain Primary Children’s Hospital
University of Utah Health
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
GENETICS RESIDENTS & FELLOWS 2023-2024

PEDIATRIC - MEDICAL GENETICS AND GENOMICS

Michael Larsen
1st Year

Pavalan Paneer Selvam
2nd Year

MEDICAL GENETICS AND GENOMICS

Gulsen Akay Tayfun

MEDICAL BIOCHEMICAL GENETICS

Kati Anderson
Julie Lander
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
EMERGENCY MEDICINE FELLOWS 2023-2024

---1st Year Fellows---
Adriana Guarachi Cando
Norane Shehab
Nichole Barney

---2nd Year Fellows---
Kajsa Vlasic
Karla Vazquez-De Jesus
Stuti Das

---3rd Year Fellows---
Shannon Brady
Hannah Moore

Intermountain Primary Children’s Hospital
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH HEALTH
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS

PEDIATRIC HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY 2023-2024

---1st Year Fellows---
Laura Mims  Sara Dryden

---2nd Year Fellows---
Bar Devald  Caleb Hocutt

---3rd Year Fellows---
Trevor Memmott  Candelaria Deimundo Roura